Oral solution and sustained-release tablets of sodium valproate causing significant difference on
C0/D ratio of valproic acid in children with epilepsy
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Introduction

Figure 3



As a broad-spectrum antiepileptic drug, valproic acid (VPA, 2-propylpentanoic acid) has been
widely used to treat almost all types of seizures and epilepsy syndromes.



Due to large inter-individual differences in drug metabolism, the relationship between VPA
dose and plasma concentration is variable and inconsistent. The unpredictable relationship
between dose and VPA concentration support the need to individualize and maintain
response using therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM)



Potential contributors to PK variability include age, body weight (BW), total daily dose,
formulations, and genetic polymorphisms of drug metabolizing enzymes and transporters.



This retrospective study primarily aimed to 1) summarize the TDM data from pediatric patients
on VPA monotherapy; 2) evaluate the potential association between the dose-adjusted
plasma trough C0 (C0 /D ratio) and age, body weight (BW), sex, as well as genetic
polymorphisms in genes encoding UGTs and CYP450 enzymes; 3) compare the C0 /D ratio
between two groups of children who took oral solution or ER tablets of VPA. In our hands, the
dosage form, but not BW, age or genetic polymorphisms, was found to be a major contributing
factor to the variable C0 /D ratio of VPA in pediatric patients who received valproate
monotherapy.

• Our further analysis found that the mean C0
/D ratio was significantly higher by 2.11-fold in
children who took VPA SR tablets as
compared with those received VPA oral
solution (P=0.000) (Figure. 3A).
• But no other significant difference was
observed in different age groups (< 6, 6-12,
and > 12 years old) as the VPA dosage forms
were considered (Figure. 3B, 3C).
• The above results suggested that dosage
form, rather than BW or age, was the real key
factor influencing VPA C0 /D ratio in pediatric
patients.

Results

• Thus, the switching between solution and SR
tablets should be performed cautiously. If the
formulation switching were necessary, the
total daily dosage should be tailored and
plasma trough level, seizure-control effect
and adverse drug reaction, should also be
monitored very closely.

Figure 1
1625 pediatric patients measured valproic acid
(VPA) plasma trough concentration (C0) from
May 2018 to November 2018
1129 were excluded
44 were non-epileptic diagnosis
61 C0 were ﹤ 20 μg/mL
1010 C0 ranged 50-100 μg/mL
14 C0 were ﹥ 150 μg/mL
496 pediatric patients were eligible

Sampling 318 pediatric patients randomly for data
collection and further genotyping analysis

124 were separately classified
because of polytherapy with other
antiepileptic drug(s)

194 pediatric patients with VPA monotherapy for
further analysis of the effects of body weight, age,
sex, formulation and genetic polymorphisms on C0
to dose ratio (C0/D) of valproic acid
126 C0 ranged 20-50 μg/mL
68 C0 ranged 100-150 μg/mL

• This single-center, retrospective
cohort study was performed by
using data from 194 pediatric
patients between May 2018 to
November 2018 at Children’s
Hospital of Nanjing Medical
University.

Figure 4

• Based on the dosage forms,
patients were divided into the
following 2 groups: oral solution
group (patients who took VPA oral
solution) and sustained-release
(SR) tablets group (patients who
received VPA SR tablets).
• A total of 194 children with
epilepsy (128 males and 66
females) taking VPA monotherapy
were enrolled in the present study.
The mean age was about 5 years
old, ranging from less than 1 year
to 14 years old. The BW ranged
from 8.5 to 74 kg with a mean
value of 23.4 kg. 135 patients
received VPA oral solution and
the other 59 children took SR
tablets.

Figure 2

 A total of 26 SNPs were genotyped for 318 children with epilepsy. Genetic variant rs61764030
was failure to be genotyped. Nine other SNPs (i.e., rs113010112, rs140766748, rs145084767,
rs145725367, rs147761911, rs183802414, rs28898619, rs4663870, and rs72551330) did not
meet Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and removed for further analysis.
 The other 16 SNPs (rs1057910, rs1131095, rs12233719, rs144486213, rs2070959, rs28898617,
rs3816877, rs3821242, rs45549435, rs45615240, rs45625338, rs6759892, rs7439366,
rs7668258, rs7668282 and rs8330) were consistent with HWE (P>0.05) and performed
subsequent analysis for 194 patients who took VPA monotherapy.
 However, no significant association between genetic variants and variable C0 /D was found, even
for the five well-studied SNPs (Figure. 4)

Conclusions

 The potential factors influencing the C0 /D ratio of VPA were evaluated using linear regression model.
BW and formulation were two major factors that significantly influenced the C0 /D ratio (P=0.000) .
 Spearman correlation analysis showed that BW and age were positively associated with C0 /D ratio
(Figure. 2A, 2B). However, the positive relationship disappeared when the data were separated into
VPA oral solution group (Figure. 2C, 2D) and VPA SR tablets group (Figure. 2E, 2F).
 The above results suggested that dosage form, rather than BW or age, was the real key factor
influencing VPA C0 /D ratio in pediatric patients.

 Body weight (BW) and age were positively correlated with C0 /D ratio in a total of 194 patients, but
the positive relationship disappeared as they were divided into two subgroups. The average C0 /D
value was significantly higher by 2.11-fold (P=0.000) in children who took VPA SR tablet than
those were given VPA oral solution. No significant association between genetic variants and
variable C0 /D was found, even for the five well-studied SNPs including UGT2B7 G211T, C802T,
C161T, T125C, and CYP2C9*3 A1075C.
 We concluded that it was dosage forms of sodium valproate, not BW, age, or genetic
polymorphisms that significantly affect the VPA C0 /D ratios in pediatric patients with epilepsy. Our
findings indicated that the switching between solution and SR tablets should be performed
cautiously. More importantly, total daily dose should be tailored and plasma trough level, seizurecontrol effect and adverse drug reaction, should also be monitored very closely.

